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1. Goals of the study 

 In Bangime, [bàŋɡímɪ]̀, a (possible) language isolate spoken in Mali, tone polarity is exemplified in plural noun 

stems. 

 What are the underlying tonal patterns on nouns roots? 

 What is the underlying tone on the plural suffix? 

 How can we use phonological theory to handle marked structures, with particular reference to tonal 

contour distribution? 

 

2. Overview of Tone in Bangime 

 Syllable is TBU 

 Four-tone system: L–H–LH͡–0/  opposition 

 Five tonal melodies /L, LH, L ͡HL, H, HL/ underlyingly prelinked 

 Floating tones exist on certain nouns 

 Direction of association is R → L 

 Nouns are separated into two tonal classes based on their surface variation with regards to tone polarity  

  

3. Tone Class One:  Polar 

 Tone polarity is exemplified in the plural forms of nouns, as is shown in (1).  Note that the plural suffix –ndɛ 

assumes the opposite tone of its respective root.   

                                                            
1 This research was in part funded through National Science Foundation grant BCS-0537435, "Dogon languages of Mali” of which Jeffrey Heath is 
the Principle Investigator.   Thanks also to Stuart Davis, Michael Marlo, and the faculty students at the Ling Lunch at Indiana University for their 
helpful comments on this presentation. 
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 (1) Tone Class One 

 
 Syllable Structure Singular Plural Gloss 
 a) low tone on root ultimate mora ~ high tone on stem ultimate mora
 CV kù kù–ndɛ ́ egg 
  ʒɔ̀n  ʒɔ–̀ndɛ ́ rain/sky 
 mapped melody L L–H   
 CVV nàà nàà–ndɛ ́ cow 
  tɛɛ̀ ̀ tɛɛ̀–̀ndɛ ́ forge 
 mapped melody LL LL–H  
 CVCV dùwà  dùwà–ndɛ ́ tree 
  bɔr̀ɛ ̀ bɔr̀ɛ–̀ndɛ ́ Baobab tree 
 mapped melody L–L  L–L–H  
 CVCVCV sɔr̀ɔɣ̀ɔ ̀ sɔr̀ɔɣ̀ɔ–̀ndɛ ́ Bozo ethnicity 
  pàɣàrà pàɣàrà–ndɛ ́ container 
 mapped melody L–L–L  L–L–L–H   
 underlying melody /L/ /L 0/  / [H]  
 CVCV  tɔťɔ ̀ tɔťɔ–̀ndɛ ́ anvil 
  L ͡H–L LH͡–L–H  
 CVVCV dɔɔ̀b́ɛ ̀ dɔɔ̀b́ɛ–̀ndɛ ́ adze 
 mapped melody L ͡H–L  LH͡–L–H  
 underlying melody / LH͡L/ / L͡HL 0/  / [H]  
 b) high tone on root ultimate mora ~ low tone on stem ultimate mora
 CVV kɔɔ̀́n  kɔɔ̀–́ndɛ ̀ plank 
  sìíⁿ sìí–ndɛ ̀ mongoose 
 mapped melody LH LH–L  
 CVCV kùwó kùwó–ndɛ ̀ house 
  L–H L–H–L  
 CVCVCV bìɾɔǹdɔ́n  bìɾɔǹdɔ–́ndɛ ̀ corn 
 mapped melody L–L–H L–L–H–L  
 underlying melody /LH/  /LH 0/  / [L]  
 CV kɛ ́ kɛ–́ndɛ ̀ thing 
  H H–L  
 CVV tɪɪ́ ́ tɪɪ́–́ndɛ ̀ older sibling 
 mapped melody HH HH–L   
 underlying melody /H/ /H 0/  / [L]  
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3.1. Analysis  

 The definition of tone polarity insists that the tone on the target syllable is underspecified.  Hyman and Schuh 

(1974, p. 100) state, “Since it would be arbitrary to propose a specific underlying tone in the above cases, [referring to 

Margi] tonal polarity differs from tonal (or segmental) dissimilation, where one of two identical specified features 

dissimilates.”   

 

3.1.1. Constraints 

 

 Markedness Constraints 

a. POLAR: The last tone of a plural stem is opposite in value to the immediately preceding tone.2  

 (Cahill, 2004) 

b. ALIGN (T, R, W, R): Align tones with the right edge of a word.  (McCarthy & Prince, 1993, 1995) 

 

 Wellformedness Constraints (based on Goldsmith (1976) and formalized in Pulleyblank (1997) and Yip 

 (2002)) 

c. SPECIFY T: A TBU may be associated with at least one tone. 

d. *ASSOCIATE:  Do not insert new association lines. 

e. *FLOAT:  A tone must be associated with a TBU.  

 

 Faithfulness Constraints (McCarthy & Prince, 1995) 

f. IDENT-IO(Tone): if α is a TBU in the input and β is a correspondent of α in the output, then the  tonal 

specification of α must be identical to the tonal specification of β.  

g. DEP-IO(Tone):  Output tones must have input correspondences. 

h. *SPREAD: For all T, there is at most one TBU. (Antilla, 1996) 

 

3.1.2. Ranking 

 

POLAR, SPECIFY T >> *SPREAD >> DEP(T), ID(T), *ASSOCIATE, ALIGN R 

                                                            
2 Though Cahill’s constraint specifically refers to a noun class suffix found in Kɔnni, the same constraint can be used here. 
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3.1.3. Tableaux 

 
(2) bɔr̀ɛ ̀~ bɔr̀ɛ–̀ndɛ ́ ‘baobab’ 

 /bɔrɛ   +ndɛ/ POLAR SPECIFY T DEP(T) ID(T) *ASSOCIATE 

  
      L         0/  

 a.      L bɔ rɛ   ndɛ      
      *!*    
    L       
 b.       L bɔ rɛ   ndɛ      
        *ǃ *   * 

            L      
 c.   LH bɔ rɛ   ndɛ      
           *  ** 
            L           H      
 d.      HL bɔ rɛ   ndɛ      
           * *! ** 
            H           L      

 
(3) kùwó ~ kùwó–ndɛ ̀‘house’ 

 /kuwo   +ndɛ/ POLAR SPECIFY 

T 
*SPREAD DEP 

(T) 
ALIGN 

R 
ID 
(T) 

*ASSOCIATE 

   
  L  H         0/  

 a. LH ku    wo  ndɛ        
      *ǃ   **  * 
     L    H        
 b. LH ku    wo  ndɛ        
       *ǃ  *  * 
           L     H        
 c.     LHL ku   wo   ndɛ        
         * **  * 
   L     H      L        
 d. LHH ku   wo   ndɛ        
      *!   * **  * 
   L     H      H        
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3.2 Summary of Tonal Class One 

 

 All tones are prelinked underlyingly on singular forms 

 Fits even the most current definitions of tone polarity (Hyman, 2007, p. 502; Yip, 2002, p. 159) 

 Tone of plural marker is underspecified until it is suffixed onto the root at which time it assumes 

 the opposite tone of the root 

 

4. Tone Class Two:  Floating Tones  

 The examples in (4) are posited to have an additional underlying tone which is not prelinked.  Note that these 

forms differ from those in Tone Class One in (1) above in that the tone of root-final mora shifts to the opposite tone of 

the suffix.   

 
 (4) Syllable Structure Singular Plural Gloss 
  CV kǔⁿ kù–ndɛ ́ waist 
  mapped melody LH͡  L–H   
  CVV bìíⁿ bìì–ndɛ ́ year 
   ŋìí ŋìì–ndɛ ́ mouse 
  mapped melody LH LL–H  
  CVCV bùwó bùwò–ndɛ ́ field 
   dàmá dàmà–ndɛ ́ hoe 
  mapped melody L–H  L–L–H  
  underlying melody /LH H / /LH 0/  H /  
  eye sǐbɛ ̀ sǐbɛ–́ndɛ ̀ eye   
  mapped melody LH͡–L  LH͡–H–L     
   pùúpà pùúpá–ndɛ ̀ bellows 
  mapped melody LH͡–L  LH͡–H–L  
  underlying melody /LH͡ L L / /LH͡ L 0/  L /  
  CVCVCV kóróŋò kóróŋó–ndɛ ̀ donkey 
   jɪŕɪb́ɛ ̀ jɪŕɪb́ɛ–́ndɛ ̀ animal 
  mapped melody H–H–L  H–H–H–L   
  underlying melody /H L L / /H L 0/  L /  
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4.1. Analysis 
 
 The nouns in tonal class two are also prelinked but there is also an additional floating tone which is posited to 
exist in the lexical noun form but is only allowed to link to an underlyingly toneless syllable. 
 
4.1.1. Constraints 
 
 The POLAR constraint above must now be modified slightly as in h. 

h. POLAR:  A toneless mora receives the opposite tone of an adjacent tone at a morpheme boundary.  
  
 In addition to the above outlined constraints, additional faithfulness constraints are listed in i., with the addition 
a positional faithfulness constraint (Beckman, 1999), listed in j. below. 

i. MAX-IO(Tone):  Input tones must have output correspondences. (Yip, 2002) 
j. IDENT-IO(Tone, Float):  An output floating tone has the same tone as its input correspondent.    
 

4.1.2. Ranking 
 
 POLAR, ID(T, F), MAX(T), SPECIFY T >> *SPREAD, *FLOAT >> DEP(T), ID(T), *ASSOCIATE, ALIGN R 
 
4.1.3. Tableaux 
 

(5) bùwó ~ bùwò–ndɛ ́‘field’ 
 /buwo–ndɛ/               POLAR ID  

(T, F) 
MAX  
(T) 

SPECIFY T *FLOAT ID  
(T) 

ALIGN R 

  
   L  H     H

 a. L H H bu wo ndɛ        
     *!   * *  ** 
                              L  H    H        
 b. LH  bu wo ndɛ        
      *!    * 

                                   L   H          
 c.  LLH bu wo ndɛ        
         * ** 
                              L   L   H        
 d. LHL bu wo ndɛ        
     *!    * ** 
                              L   H   L        
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5. Tonal Contours 

 Unlike most African languages (Odden, 1995), contour tones are analyzed as units as in Asian 

languages (Bao, 1999; Chan, 1991; Yip, 1989; Zhang, 2002a), it is common for African languages to represent 

contour tones as a series of level tones.3  The examples /tɔťɔ/̀ ‘anvil’, from Tone Class One, and /ʒɛɛ̀b́ɛ/̀ ‘ax’, 

from Tone Class Two, are shown in tableaux in (6) and (7) below, respectively. 

 Even though Hyman (2007, p. 14) states that it is almost unheard of in West-African languages, the 

series of like-level tones at the left edge of the word as in examples such as /bìɾɔǹdɔ́n / ‘corn’ from Tone Class 

One and /kóróŋò/ ‘donkey’ from Tone Class Two provide evidence that linking and spreading must take place 

from right to left.4 

 

5.1. Additional Constraints  

 Because of the unusual behavior of the tonal contours in Bangime, Zhang’s (2002b) CCONTOUR constraints which 

militate against non-typologically based distribution of tonal contours, would be necessarily low-ranked as would Yip’s 

(2002) and Akinlabi’s (1996) constraints listed in below k. – m. 

 

k. NOCONTOUR:  A TBU may be associated with at most one tone. 

l. NON-FINALITY:  Do not align tones with the right edge of the prosodic word. 

m. *FALL:  Falling contour tones are banned. 

 

                                                            
3 For other examples of African languages in which contour tones are analyzed as units, see Wobé, (Bearth & Link, 1980) Grebo, (Newman, 1986) 
and ǃXóõ (Traill, 1985). 
4 Note that Newman (1974) evaluated Kanakuru as being right to left association despite Goldsmith’s (1976) Wellformedness Convention that 
languages spread tones to empty TBU’s left to right. 
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5.2. Tableaux 

  
(6) tɔťɔ ̀~ tɔťɔ.̀ndɛ ́‘anvil’  

  /tɔ   tɔ–ndɛ/ POLAR SPECIFY T DEP 
(T) 

ALIGN R ID 
(T) 

*ASSOCIATE 

  
 LH͡  L    0/  

 a.   L ͡HL       tɔ   tɔ     ndɛ       
    *!  *   
                       L͡H L       
 b.   L͡HL       tɔ   tɔ     ndɛ       
    *! *  *   
                                 L͡H      L              
 c.  L ͡HLH tɔ tɔ  ndɛ       
        * **  * 
                           L͡H    L       H       
 d.  L͡HHL   tɔ tɔ ndɛ       
       * ** *ǃ * 
                            L͡H  H        L          

 
(7) ʒɛɛ̀b́ɛ ̀~ ʒɛɛ̀b́ɛ–́ndɛ ̀‘ax’ 

  /ʒɛɛbɛ–ndɛ/    POLAR ID  
(T, F) 

MAX 

(T) 
SPECIFY 

T 
*FLOAT ID  

(T) 
*ASSOCIATE 

  
                 LH͡ L    L

 a.   L ͡H  L L ʒɛɛ   bɛ ndɛ        
     *ǃ   * *   
  LH͡    L      L        
 b.  LH͡  L ʒɛɛ   bɛ ndɛ        
     *!  * *    
          L ͡H    L        
 c.   LH͡HL    ʒɛɛ   bɛ    ndɛ        
          * * 
  LH͡    H      L        
 d.   L͡HLH ʒɛɛ   bɛ ndɛ        
      *ǃ    * * 
                                  L ͡H    L     H        
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6. Summary 

 Bangime has (at least) two tonal classes among nouns. 

 In the first tonal class, all tones are underlyingly linked to their respective TBU’s. 

 In in the second tonal class, in addition to underlyingly linked tones, there is a floating tone which only 

 attaches to an underlyingly toneless TBU.  

 The plural suffix is underlyingly toneless. 

 The number of marked processes which occur in the language is high, therefore, certain markedness 

 constraints pertaining to contour tones in particular, are ranked low in the language. 
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